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SEMINAR TALK: PH.D

Vipin V, Research Scholar, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences (HS14D024) will give a seminar talk on Performance Scenario and its Determinants for Selected Indian Industries: Conventional Vis-à-vis Bootstrap – Based Inferences at 1200 hours on August 13, 2018 in the Mahatma Hall (HSB 356).

Sivasankar M, Research Scholar, Department of Mathematics (MA16D028) will give a seminar talk on Two Dimensional Fibonacci Words at 1100 hours on August 14, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (HSB 257).

Ramakrishnan S, Research Scholar, Department of Electrical Engineering (EE12D036) will give a seminar talk on Completely Uncoupled Algorithms for Network Utility Maximization at 1430 hours on August 14, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (ESB 244).

Ajay M, Research Scholar, Department of Electrical Engineering (EE12D030) will give a seminar talk on Dual Capacity Upper Bounds for Binary-Input ISI and Constrained BIBO Channels at 1500 hours on August 16, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (ESB 244).

Ragupathi M, Research Scholar, Department of Ocean Engineering (OE15D042) will give a seminar talk on Behaviour of Ring Stiffened Tubular Joints at 1500 hours on August 16, 2018 in the Seminar Hall (DOE).

Dhanya J, Research Scholar, Department of Civil Engineering (CE13D028) will give a seminar talk on Engineering Models for Earthquake Source, Ground Motion and Tsunami Wave Propagation at 1430 hours on August 17, 2018 in the Visvesvaraya Seminar Hall (BSB 128).

SEMINAR TALK: MS

Pawan Poojary, Research Scholar, Department of Electrical Engineering (EE15S025) will give a seminar talk on Caching Policies under Content Freshness Constraints at 1500 hours on August 13, 2018 in the Malaviya hall (234).

FILM CLUB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Movie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11-08-2018</td>
<td>English Movie: Incredibles 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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